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Abstract
Long-term monitoring of the underwater environment is still labour intensive work. Using underwater
surveillance cameras to monitor this environment has
the potential advantage to make the task become less
labour intensive. Also, the obtained data can be stored
making the research reproducible. In this work, a system to analyse long-term underwater camera footage
(more than 3 years of 12 hours a day underwater camera footage from 10 cameras) is described. This system
uses video processing software to detect and recognise
fish species. This footage is processed on supercomputers, which allow marine biologists to request automatic
processing on these videos and afterwards analyse the
results using a web-interface that allows them to display
counts of fish species in the camera footage.

1. Introduction
In order to study the effects that climate change and
pollution has on the environment, long-term monitoring
of the environment is necessary. One of the most important natural environments on earth are the coral reefs,
however monitoring the fish population and biodiversity is still a challenging task. Data collection in this
kind of environment is labour intensive, requiring divers
to count the fish species in a certain area [7]. In recent
years, digital video recording has become much cheaper
which makes underwater cameras a good alternative for
data collection. Furthermore, automatic video processing and pattern recognition is able to process this kind
of data. This paper describes an entire system which
is been developed to allow marine biologists to analyse

large amounts of video data for long-term monitoring
purposes.
To give an indication of the challenges in this project, a
summary is given of the amount of data that the system
is expected to process. At the moment, around 10 cameras record 12 hours a day (daylight) where some have
already recording over 4 years. The estimated amount
of raw video data is at the moment 112 Terabytes. By
processing this data using automatic video processing
software, we expect to find around 1010 fish, which will
also be categorized by species (or family). All this data
will be stored in a database, which is expected to take
up to 500 Gigabytes. Besides processing all this data,
it will also be a challenge to present this data to marine
biologists in usable manner.
The goal of this paper is to present the structure of the
system. This system has three main challenges:
1. Processing the data, both the raw videos processing and querying based data extracted from these
videos
2. Dealing with the uncertainty in the data. This uncertainty is caused by mistakes during detecting
and recognizing the fish.
3. Visualization of the data, where the results are statistically correct, verifiable and reproducible.

2. Literature Review
Several studies [7] have been performed in marine
biology where the fish population is counted using volunteer divers. This has several drawbacks in comparison with underwater camera surveillance. Firstly, some
fish species will hide themselves if divers appear, while,
in the case of camera surveillance, the fish get used to
the cameras. Secondly, the observation performed by
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Figure 2: An example of fish detection and
tracking

Figure 1: A schematic overview of the system
software components and the two databases
the volunteers is not always very stable, because both
the region covered and ability to recognise species can
vary. Finally, the observations of the volunteers are not
reproducible.
In recent years, underwater cameras have been used
to study coral reefs [8]. Several approach have been
developed to detect and recognise fish using underwater camera footage, but this work is mainly restricted
to more constrained environments [13, 9, 5, 4]. This
paper uses an improved version of the methods developed by Spampinato et al [10], where both fish detection, tracking and recognition are performed on video
footage recorded in corals. In [10], one of the largest
experiments used 320 fish image to verify the performance of their methods. Since our goal is to run on 1010
fish, a larger dataset is obtained to verify our automatic
video processing software.

recognition software based on requests from marine biologists (called workflow composition) and schedule
them on the distributed platform/supercomputer using
a resource scheduler. It is common for computer vision
methods to have some parameters which can be tuned
for different environments/fish species. The workflow
performs reasoning based on semantics [6] to find the
correct parameter set. In addition, some parameters
cannot be set until the execution of another task is complete, causing the workflow to have to separately manage the composition and scheduling phases in order to
control task and data dependencies. The system is still
under development so newer versions of the software
are sometimes released, however to keep the result verifiable and reproducible older versions of the software
are still supported. In the interface, marine biologists
will be able to request the processing on different videos
and the workflow gives an estimate of the running time.
At the moment, the workflow is used to process historical (previously recorded) videos.

3. Overview of System
3.2. Fish Detection and Tracking
The system can be divided into four software components and two databases as shown in Figure 1. The software components are the fish detection, fish recognition, user interface and workflow. These software components run on supercomputers at NARL, which provides the architecture to record the videos and store and
process the data. At the moment, both the fish detection
and recognition is running distributed on a 96 CPU supercomputer in Taiwan and the VIP (Video/Image Processing) database is filled with fish which are located in
the video and afterwards the species of the fish is determined. The user interface is web-based, connection to
the database allowing the user to, for instance, visualize
the fish count at certain time intervals. In the following
section, more details of the different software components are given.

3.1. Workflow
The workflow component has to dynamically generate the commands to invoke the fish detection and

The fish detection component both finds the fish in
the image and follows the fish as time progresses using
tracking algorithms. The first version of this software
is described in [10]. The current system has multiple
background subtraction methods, which can deal with
different underwater conditions. After the detection,
tracking of the fish is performed (both shown in Figure 2) using covariance based fish tracking [12], which
gives the trajectory for each fish throughout the video.
Assuming that behavior is related to the trajectories of
the fish, a study has analysed the behaviour of the fish
during typhoons [11].

3.3. Fish Recognition and Clustering
The fish recognition component assigns to each fish
a species label [2]. At the moment, a vector of descriptors is extracted using the color, contour and texture information of the fish. In order to classify the fish based
on the descriptors, we are using a hierarchical classifier.
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Figure 3: 15 most common fish species in the
underwater camera footage

Fish species are organised in a hierarchical manner by
biologists and we use a classifier with a similar structure. Forward feature selection is used to select a subset
of all features, while support vector machines are used
as the classifier at each node of the tree. At the moment,
the fish recognition software is able to recognise the 15
fish species shown in Figure 3.

3.4. Interface
The interface allows the marine biologist to ask certain queries to the system. Based on several interviews
conducted with marine biologists, a list of twenty question has been developed with typical questions which
can be expected from a marine biologist. Examples
of these question are: “What populations live in area
X?”, “What predator-prey relationship can be observed
in area X?”, etc. Lots of these questions are related to
counting the fish species in the camera footage. A typical interface for this is shown in Figure 4(a). However
it is also important that the marine biologist can verify
the results of the different components and can change
some of the settings based on observations of the data.
For this reason, the interface allows users to focus on
specific aspects of the data, and check which components are responsible for processing the video and for
describing the fish appearing the video (e.g., species or
trajectory of fish). The interface also allows marine biologists to share the information with each other, allowing other marine biologists to check the data.
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Figure 4: Interfaces
software. The basic idea is that if we have a measure of
accuracy in fish detection and recognition on a couple
videos, we can extrapolate this accuracy on all videos.
In order to determine the accuracy, the data needs to
be annotated by humans. The annotation process in the
case of fish detection is very different from that of the
fish recognition. Both processes are briefly discussed in
the following sections.

4.1. Annotations for fish detection and tracking
For fish detection, three important aspects can be
evaluated: the boundingbox, contour and trajectory
of the fish. A tool was developed for this kind of
groundtruth annotation [3], shown in Figure 4(b). Automatic algorithms are used to give suggestions about
the boundingbox, contour and tracking, however the
user can change these suggestions. For the boundingbox, the background subtraction methods are used. The
initial contour is also given by the background subtraction method, but other automatic methods like grabcut
and snakes can be used to improve the contour if incorrect. The tool allows the user to easily show consecutive
frames which makes it possible to verify the trajectory
of the fish.

4. Verification of the System

4.2. Annotations for fish recognition

The verification of the system is very important and
the user interface helps marine biologists to perform visual verification, however it is also important to measure the performance of automatic video processing

Annotation of the fish species based on the detected
fish is more difficult. The reason is only marine biologists might know the species name given a fish image.
However, the marine biologists are not going to anno-

tate thousands of fish images. To overcome this problem the methodology in [1] was used to perform annotation based two interfaces (Figure 4(c) and 4(d)). Firstly
clustering is performed obtaining clusters of similar fish
images, where we have one representative image for
each cluster (mean of cluster for instance). The first
interface in Figure 4(c) allows users to label if the fish
belongs to the same species as the representative image. The second interface (Figure 4(d)) allows users
to link this representative image to a species, where
each species is represent by a typical image of that
species. Marine biologists are then only asked about
new species. This annotation framework has the advantage that it is faster and requires almost no domain
knowledge.

5. Current Status
The system is not yet fully operational, but so far
we have detected fish on approximately 958 hours (2 21
months) of video, resulting in 2819257 detected and
tracked fish and 205 hours of video are processed by
fish recognition software. Performance analysis using a
ground truth of 35935 detected fish shows a detection
and tracking rate of 79.8% with a 11.8% false detection
rate. 20074 images of fish have been annotated by at
least 2 persons, however because of low resolution and
murky water only a smaller subset of 6874 annotated
fish containing 15 species is used to evaluate the fish
recognition algorithm that achieves an average recall of
83.15%±7.10. The user interface is still under development, but is already able to run some simple statistics
on the fish stored in the VIP database (see Figure 1).
The system currently uses 96 processors and is processing previously recorded videos of a single camera at the
rate of ±4 hours per day.

6. Conclusion
A research tool is described in this paper to monitor
the fish population in a coral reef environment by
analysing massive amounts of video footage. This is
achieved by automatic video processing software and
the supercomputer facilities in Taiwan. Groundtruth
data is in place to measure the performance of automatic video processing software. The user interface is
being developed to allowing marine biologists to access
the data and reprocess video with different parameter
settings in order to verify hypotheses.
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